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As HP Carlson has wrote before on the Nephilim taking the Fair Daughters of Men.

"Nephilim has its equivalent both in Sanskrit and Greek. In Sanskrit, Nau, Nu, Na=Ship, boat,
knowledge, certainty the descendancy from....Krishna; god Shiva; Buddha;. NAVALIN=star
ship; constellation ship. in Greek, NEPHILIM= NUPHYLUM meaning the five races phylum OF
NU of the five races Yadu, Turvas, Druhyus, Anu and Puru."[1]
The Nephilim coming to earth down upon the holy mountain I wrote about awhile ago. The
women relates to the serpent energy and the sacred tree. And here the Nephilim also relate
to the five elements of the soul. The union here is the union of heaven and earth of spirit
and body, and the purification of the soul by the serpent energy and the divine race that
came forth from this the Aryan the purified one, also Hari or Haryan the solar body. The
Greeks came from Panachea this is Pancha in Sanskrit the five purified elements of the soul
the gold of the solar body or spirit. There is a racial aspect to this for the Aryan record.
The other meaning is Star Ship as well so literally coming down from the Constellations, the
stars. Now we have dual meanings however, there is a literal one as mentioned. The
Sumerian's stated that EA [Satan] created a second Ascended race the Ari [Aryans] in His
image. Into which He put the secrets of the blood of the Gods. There are many records from
the east of the Gods marrying the Fair daughters of men and having ascended children. The
Aryan's. Shiva's first Sangha was in the Kumara Kandam the Golden Age paradise as Shiva is

EA in the eastern record of the Sumerian its Shiva that creates Adimu [Adamu]. Note Adamu
is the Ari ones in the image of EA/Shiva the Sumerian's called them racial Whites. So this is
racial. Shiva's ancient name is "Sarupa" meaning "The White One/God." When White
European's started to show up in Sri Lanka in the Raj Period they were called the Sarupa's by
the native population. One can make special note despite the racial differences in the
current Indian Continent. The ancient images of the Gods are still shown as Aryan. And many
Northern Indian's where found to have large amounts of European genetics.
The Greeks made special mention of this in their Atlantis epic. The children of the Gods, kept
their blood pure racially and kept the sacred law and the practices of the perfections the
Yoga tapa's in doing this they where constantly ascending towards the purification and
transformation of the soul and the metagenetic essence of the blood, towards full
ascension. But some went against this and started to marry lesser humans and have children
over time this caused a loss of the divine essence in the blood and the loss of the ascended
status. One can note the Spiritual class system in Aryan culture with the Ascended class only
marrying amongst their own. The Roman's stated this was due to the fact the members of
this class had gone thought a great ritual that transformed the quality of the blood and this
was to pass on to the children[2].. This loss of purity lead to the loss of Atlantis. Atlantis here
is also an allegory for the primordial state of metagene purity. Its also a warning from the
ancient Aryan, Greeks about the dangers of race mixing even on the soul level. However not
all the Aryans committed this transgression and the pure ones escaped to new lands carrying
the divine law with them. As the records state and we can see today in the fact we still exist
as a race.

The Ancient Aryan's passed and enforced strict anti-miscegenation laws when they
encounters non Aryans. The Aryan culture stated Aryan's where part of the divine blood line
and thus of the Race of The Gods and to commit miscegenation with the non-Aryan was to
profane and destroy the divine inheritance. The ascended metagene that Satan put into our
blood as the Sumerian's and Greeks mentioned. The stated goal of Aryan existence was to
purifying one selves of the material, mortal aspect into the fully divine essence and become
full Gods, Olympians. The ancient lesson of Hercules is based on this. He was demi-God His
father was Satan [Zeus was called Santan]. And His mother was one of the fair daughters of
men a mortal. He purified His being by the labours of the Magnum Opus and ascended to
Olympus as a full God. The Greek Mysteries were based on the Aryan being baptized into the
cauldron grail where they where symbolically boiled till the dross came to the top and was
removed. Then they would emerge from the grail cauldron reborn an Olympian. The Solar
body. God means Perfected One.
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